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In Malawi, climate change is not a nightmare

future, but a current killer. Rain patterns are

increasingly unpredictable. Growing enough food

for families to survive is a constant battle.

Chikwawa is especially vulnerable to climate

shocks. As one of the poorest rural districts, it is

completely reliant on subsistence farming.

Frequent droughts make irrigation more and more

vital each year. 

Traditional irrigation is expensive and reliant on

outside funding, leaving individual farmers feeling

powerless. But Eagles is helping communities

come up with a long-term solution for effective,

locally built and owned irrigation pumps.

Irrigating to survive 
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In Kanzimbi, a village

in Chikwawa, Southern

Malawi, irrigation is

vital for farmers to

grow enough food to

feed their families. Yet

this often leaves them

dependent on external

support. Eagles is

piloting a radical

approach to irrigation

- a rope pump that

farmers can design,

build, operate and

maintain themselves,

using locally available

materials. 
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The problem with traditional irrigation projects

First: when local communities are not included in the process, it ignores the

reality that they are most familiar with the local environment and most

aware of their own needs. Externally-imposed solutions are ineffective and

sometimes even counter-productive.

Second: local actors are left without adequate knowledge of how to operate

and maintain the pumps, quickly making them redundant. This has been

disastrous for the sustainability of many irrigation projects.

Third: when communities are not consulted about the design of the

technology provided, are unfamiliar with its operation and maintenance,

and have not invested in it themselves, they have little sense of ownership or

responsibility for it.

Irrigation projects often involve NGOs introducing expensive, externally-

developed technology into communities without regard for whether it is

appropriate for the context or addresses a real need. This is problematic: 

 

The farmers tailored the design of the rope pump to the local environment - for

example, adapting the shape and style of the pump to the shallow wells that

they use locally. After prototyping, the farmers actively took part in honing the

design through trial and error - for example reinforcing the wooden frame to

make it easier to pump continuously. 

To ensure the sustainability of the work, Eagles trained the farmers in the

construction, operation, and maintenance of the rope pumps. This means they

can both fix existing pumps and build new ones, and also share their

knowledge with the wider community. Eagles has also helped them set up

Village Savings and Loans Groups to save up for and purchase the rope pumps

themselves, so they will not depend on outsiders. 

Eagles has adopted a different,

more participatory approach.

Recognising the value and

importance of local knowledge in

ensuring the technology is effective

in the local context, the farmers

took part in every stage of the

design, prototyping and

implementation. They raised

questions and concerns and

inputted their ideas through

community reflection meetings

and a suggestions box.

What made this approach different?
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Rope pumps can be built using local materials - the farmers' design

successfully overcame the challenge most technologies face of worsening

dependence on external sources. People can build and maintain the rope pumps

using local materials, allowing them to build more pumps in the future.

Findings/ impact
The rope pumps work just as well as
the more common treadle pumps; but
they are more sustainable and easier
to use by those who are vulnerable.

Participatory design works - farmers

actively contributed to the design of the

pump, identifying locally available

resources and giving feedback about

what worked during prototyping.

Innovations made by the farmers

increased the efficiency of the

technology, including a drip system to

distribute the water more evenly. This

demonstrates that Eagles’ participatory

approach fostered a sense of ownership,

understanding and responsibility that

enabled ongoing adaptation.
 

I have learned  the skills
that I need and cannot fail
to make this pump, even if
[Eagles] is not here. These
pumps have significantly
simplified our farming as

they are easy to use.
Before this, we had to use
buckets and watering cans

which was more hectic - 
 carrying the buckets on

our heads - but with these
pumps irrigating is now

easier. 

Rope pumps have increased irrigation -
instead of watering the crops by bucket,

the rope pumps enable farmers to

cultivate larger areas of land efficiently

and improve their food security -

especially for the 3 months of the year

before the rains when families often run

out of food. Farmers say they work as well

as treadle pumps, which other projects

have tried.

Rope pumps are more accessible and
inclusive than alternatives - options like

treadle pumps require a high level of

exertion to operate. Feedback from

communities shows that the rope pumps

enable those who are elderly, sick or

living with a disability to use them too.
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Next, Eagles will train the farmers to

upgrade their manual rope pumps to

become solar-powered. This will be even

better for those who physically struggle to

operate manual irrigation systems. The

savings groups will enable people to buy

the solar panels. Eagles has a working

prototype for this, enhanced by the

communities’ input. Training will go

ahead after the rainy season in early 2022.

Malawi Support: 32 Corston Lane, Corston, Bath BA2 9AE      tonyhaines47@gmail.com                

Hi, I'm an International Relations student
currently studying at Durham University in the
UK. I'm taking a year abroad before my final
year. I was interested in working with Eagles

because their participatory, community-
orientated approach toward development both

resonated with my Christian faith as well as
what I have learnt in my degree. 

Meet James
E A G L E S  I N T E R N

Next steps
The future of these pumps

looks brighter - if it is
possible... the pumps

should be connected to
solar panels.

K I T T Y ,  P R O J E C T  F A R M E R

Eagles is also planning a demonstration day once the project is over, inviting

media, local government officials and other organisations who might want

training by Eagles in participatory design. This will help more farmers in the

region to build their own irrigation systems and support their families.

James interned with Eagles from July-December 2021, giving important support  

on the rope pump project and, amongst other things, writing this newsletter.


